DEFENSE

MECHANISMS:

OBSTACLES T O

COMPASSION

In our last issue w e discussed compassion.
Any way in which we distort our perception of
others and/or needlessly defend ourselves against others (or our imaginary ideas about
others) acts as an obstacle t o compassion, so
here we shall look a t maladaptive psychological
mechanisms of defense.
There are numerous contradictions in the
. s t r u c t u r e of our personalities.
A part of us
may want constant attention to feel secure, for
:ample, while another part is threatened by
tention and wants to be left alone. A part
ay want to work hard and become famous, anoL L L ~part
~
doesn't like work and sleeps late.
Life also provides frustrations: you want something, but you can't have it. The consequent
feelings of frustration can cause great suffering, especially if they connect with various
aspects of our personality. There are realistic ways of dealing with contradictions and
suffering, and unrealistic ways, defense mechGurdjieff called these mechanisms
anisms.
buffers.
Gurdjieff's mechanical analogy for psychological defenses was that o f buffers on railroad
cars. When they are coupled together, one is
run into another a t several miles per hour to
lock the couplings together. Imagine what the
sudden, uncushioned shock would be like for the
passengers!
A buffer is a shock absorber: it absorbs
much of the sudden energy of the initial jolt
nd then releases it more slowly, less percep@1bly
Psychological buffers smooth out the
sudden shock that would occur when we switch
from one subpersonality to another, making it
small enough so we are not likely to be aware
of the change.

.

Modem psychology has learned a great deal
about specific kinds of buffers. The general
psychological term for these is defense mechanisms. Understanding these defense mechanisms
is important if we are t o transcend them. Conceptual knowledge of them is especially i m p o r
tant, because it looks as if some lunds of
buffers might be resistant to the technique of
self-observation: for those defenses, other
techniques might be more effective for u n d e r
standing the structure of personality than
unassisted self-observation.
Psychoanalytic theory indicates that we use
defense mechanisms when we have some instinctual impulse whose expression is socially prohibited. The internalized prohibitions of our
culture are embodied in the part of our mind
commonly called the superego. A strong s u p e r
ego can flood us with anxiety and fear for even
thinking about a prohibited action, much less
doing it. A defense mechanism, by making us
unaware of a prohibited impulse, prevents a
superego attack.
Defense mechanisms also
buffer our awareness from disappoint m ents and
apparent threats in life. While most obvious
in people labeled neurotic or psychotic,
defense mechanisms are extensively and unwittingly used by normal people. We could not
maintain our consensus consciousness without
their buffering effect. We all use many of
these defenses on occasion.
We will look a t them primarily in relation
to the goal of awakening from the trance-like
state of consensus consciousness. I have not
attempted to cover all defense mechanisms or
all their subtleties here, but more information
about them can be found in any abnormal psychology text.
There is a major flaw in modern psychological knowledge of defense mechanisms, however.
The model of man underlying them is quite negative, and defense mechanisms may seem necessary
to protect us from our animal nature.
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To partially balance this vlcw, shall t l y Lu
show how various defense mechanisms can also
block the development and manifestation of the
deeper and more positive sides of our nature.
Lying
All buffers and defense mechanisms are forms
of lying, misrepresenting the truth to o w
selves and to others.
Although most people
believe they never lie or do so only infrequently, Gudjieff was insistent that most
people lie most of the time. That they do not
know they are lying makes their situation even
worse.
Conscious lying can be an effective defense
against pressure from others. The person who
swears he didn't do it may escape punishment
from external sources. Success in bringing off
the lie depends on other people's sensitivity
to lying and the evidence that might support or
undermine the lie. It may sometimes involve
the liar's ability to identify with the lie as
it's told, so it seems like truth to him as he
tells it, giving h i m an air of conviction that
can take in his listeners.
Having few or no superego prohibitions
against lying also increases the likelihood of
success in fooling others. If you try to lie
when you are experiencing guilt and anxiety
about it, you will often show signs of distress
that alert your listeners to your lying.
Sometimes we lie t o avoid our more esse-+i-1
and higher natures. We may tell ourselves; and
others that nEverybody does it, it doesn't Imean
anything!" when something in us knows tha.t we
have not lived up to our highest possibilitic
.&IC1-1

The Morality of Lying
Gurdjieff was not particularly concerned
about the morality of everyday lying, for he
recognized the cultural relativity and hypocrisy of most of our beliefs about morality.
Unconscious, habitual, automated lying is the
real problem. People in consensus consciousness are like machines, they must do what they
have been conditioned to do. Machines are not
good or bad, Pavlov's dogs were not moral or
immoral for salivating when the bell rang.
When a person has developed a genuine capacity
to choose whether to lie or not, then questions
of morality become relevant. Before that development, questions of morality are a diversion
from the real problem, namely our lack of
genuine consciousness and will.
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(deed, for many people, a time-hmite
tice of deliberately and consciously lyin
be gmwthful.
It is also difficult! On
several occasions I gave participants in my
Awareness Enhancement Training group a "simple"
assignment:
Tell five little white lies each
day for two weeks. I specified that the lies
were to be harmless, to have no real consequences for them or the people they were told
to. Yet people usually found enormous difficulty and tension in carrying out this exe2cise, or resisted by consistently forgetting to
try it.
Suppression
Suppression is a conscious defense mechanism. In suppression you are aware of an unacceptable desire or urge, but deliberately keep
it from manifesting. The unacceptability may
result from superego prohibitions and/or social
conventions.
A s an example, suppose you are in an impor
tant business meeting and you have an annoying
itch on your scalp. Social norms in our culture are that it is crude and undignified to
scratch in public.
In spite of the grea
desire to scratch you keep yourself from doin
it, and from even visibly expressing any discomfort.
This means actively watching yourself - your
hand might just come up and start scratching
"all by itself" the moment your attention
wanders - and actively opposing your desire,
putting your energies into the more important
desire to appear polite and dignified. That is
suppression,
used
realistically
in
thls
instance.
When you are alone, you can scratch to your
heart's content ...perhaps.
If, unfortunately,
you were brought up to believe that scratchmg
itches is per se bad, you can't ever scratch,
a t least not without feeling guilty. Suppression is then used to avoid an attack from the
superego.

k

Truth does not fight against illusions,
nor do illusions fight against the truth.
Illusions battle only with themselves
From "A Course in Miracles''
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Suppression is often used to thwart our
better selves. "I should protect that kid who
is being cruelly teased!
But the gang will
turn on me too if I do that!"
Suppression is often healthy, a t least a t a
surface level, for you know what you are doing.
A t a deeper level, you may not really undelstand the reasons you think you must suppress a
desire or feeling.
-

-
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is especially useful and can enable you to see
aspects of your functioning that may be difficult to discover on your own.

Reaction Formation
Reaction formation and the defense mechanisms discussed from now on are stronger m anifestations of waking sleep because they involve
blocks and distortions of our ordinary c o n s
ciousness, quite aside from preventing our
awakening and development of higher consciousness. Lying that is identified with is also a
serious distortion.
Reaction formation is a leaping to the opposite in order to deny an unacceptable desire or
feeling.
The initiating desire or feeling is
not directly experienced: the machinery of
false personality automatically steps in and an
opposite feeling or desire is strongly experia e n c e d instead. The reaction is formed almost
instantly, without any feeling of effort.
Suppose you were deeply religious as a
chld, but your expectations weren't met. A
loved friend may have died, for example, in
spite of your fervent prayers. You turn bitter
and denounce all your religious feelings. Now
in adult life when something religious is mentioned you automatically ridicule it. This is
reaction formation.
A s another example, suppose you find life
disappointing, but your conditioning makes you
feel llke a sinner if you question God's providence.
Reaction formation' blocks directly
feeling the disappointment: instead you spend
a lot of time telling people how wonderful and
just God's providence is. Whenever are unrealistically overenthusiastic about something, it
is useful to question whether this is a reaction formation to hide some other feeling.
A s you become skilled at self-observation,
especially in noticing the more subtle, quiet
aspects of your feelings, you may be able to
notice the feelings that reaction formation is
hiding and explore them more deeply. This
efense can also be explored by systematically
e s k i n g yourself whether you have any feelings
whatsoever that are opposite to or being held
down by your strongly held convictions. A s
with all the defense mechanisms, assistance
from a skilled therapist or growth facilitator

Repression
Repression is a total blocking from awareness of an unacceptable feeling or desire. It
is a splitting of your mind into a conscious
part with no awareness of the unacceptable, and
an unconscious part where there may be a strong
reaction.
The unacceptable is forcibly kept
out of awareness, with no conscious realization
that anything is being repressed.
It's as if
there were material stored in our memories with
special signs on it: "Warning! It would be so
devastating to know or experience this material
that it must be always be kept from the light
of consciousness!"
Some material that is now repressed was
initially conscious. Repression sewed to take
the pain away. It is also possible for repression to operate almost instantly on freshly
perceived material, repressing it right away,
with no memory of it in consciousness, as in
perceptual defense.
Evidence for Repression
At first glance the concept of repression
might seem inherently contradictory. How do
you really know someone feels something or
desires something when they insist that they
have absolutely no conscious experience of
feeling or desiring it? The idea of repression
could become just another form of name calling
inarguments. "You hate me! What do you mean
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you don't feel any hate? You're just repressing your feelings!" Repression is a defense
mechanism of ten used against powerful feelings
and desires, though, so it can have indirect
effects that allow an outside observer to infer
that repression is taking place.
Suppose a patient starts therapy. In the
initial interviews the therapist will want to
get some idea about the patient's feelings
about various issues likely liable to be impor
tant.
The therapist as&, "How do you-get
along with your mother?" The patient says
"Just fine, I love her very much.", but the
therapist notes that his face turns pale as he
says this, his fists clench, and his posture
becomes rigid. Exploring more, the therapist
asks "ny problems at all with her, even little
ones?" "No!", the patient replies in an angry
tone of voice. Further questioning may show
that the patient has no awareness of the angry,
strongly emotional quality of his nonverbal
behavior and, to the best of his conscious
howledge, believes that his feelings toward
his mother are all positive. We infer repression: negative feelings towad his mother are
so strong and so unacceptable that they are
completely blocked from awareness.
Repression is still an inference in this
example, a theory, not direct knowledge to
either the therapist or the patient.
If, in
the course of psychotherapy the patient does
eventually experience strong negative feelings
toward his mother, we will believe that our
inference about these repressed feelings was
accurate.
Repression of much of our essential self
occurred the enculturation process and for many
people is now very thorough. A s a vital child,
you could not have walked by a strange animal
on the sidewalk without stopping to look and
wonder. A s an adult, chances are you don't
even feel the urge to look. You're too important, you have to get to work. The widespread
repression of most of our native curiosity, so
you are only allowed to be curious about things
the culture defines as important, is one of the
most horrible things about enculturation.
Self-observation and Repression
It may be particularly hard for you to become aware of information and feelings about
repressed material, even if you are practicing
the systematic type of self observation that
Gurdjieff advocated. By definition, there is a
powerful reason for the material being blocked
from consciousness, and the desire to know
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yourself through self-observation may not be
sufficient to overcome this block. You ma@
become sensitive to "peculiar" reactions at
times, the indirect effects of repression like
our patient's angry tone of voice that was so
much a t variance with his statement that he
loved his mother, but it may take outside
intervention, from a therapist or teacher, to
help you uncover repressed material.

e lookeu a l any aspects of identification
in earlier issues of T h e Open Mind, (Tart,
1984a; 1984b) so here we will only look at its
function as a defense mechanism.
If I tell you that some Nazi concentration
camp guards were sadistic killers, that they
enjoyed torture and murder, that they got a
semisexual thrill from others' pain, this is
an unpleasant thing to think about, but usually
we dismiss it quickly and don't get too upset
about it.
If I say that you get a sexual
thrill out of causing others pain and would
enjoy torturing and killing if you could get
away with it, that's a different matter!
The acceptability and unacceptability of m y
feelings and desires is a much more important
matter than the acceptability and unacceptab.
lity of someone else's. If a feeling or desir
is triggered in you that is unacceptable, if
you identify with some other aspect of yourself
or another subself that doesn't have such feelings and desires, then you distance yourself

9
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from it, you disown it. It was a passing fancy,
a minor aberration perhaps, but i t wasn't me.
You don't have to think about i t or deal with
it any longer.
The transitions between subselves can thus
form an effective defense against fully experiencing or having to deal with the unacceptable. Indeed, by staying in an acceptable set
of subselves, only identifying with them all
the time, we greatly reduce the possibility of
acceptable feelings and desires being aroused
; all.
Suppose I have a subself that enjoys
zing cruel to animals, but nI"(in the sense
ui' my essence or deeper self) or my usual
subselves are revolted by this cruel subself
and its feelings. By concentrating on being in
acceptable subselves I can use up all my attention and energy so it is less likely that the
cruel subself will ever be activated, even when
"appropriate" circumstances come along. I can
never be certain that the undesirable subself
will not be activated, though, so a constant
(even if not always conscious) thread of u n c e r
tainty and defensiveness is introduced into me
life.
Identification is a quality created in the
world simulation process. The quality "This is
@me!"
originally stems from straightforward
sensory connections: I see my hand in front of
my face, it is connected to my arm, it responds
to my will, a touch on my hand by someone else
feels quite different than that person touching
the furniture, etc. The "This is me!" quality
is then applied to some mental processes, some
simulations, so when a certain experience is
retrieved from memory it comes already tagged
Priority treatment!"
with the "This is me!
quality.
Self-observation can make us aware of our
subselves and the functions they serve. Prartice allows the observation of a certain
"flavor" to consciousness that indicates the
sense of identity subsystem is adding the "I!"
quality to the contents of consciousness. The
increased self acceptance that should come from
self-observation and self-remembering should
then make this kind of fragmentation less
necessary, and make identification a voluntary
process, a tool we can use if we wish, rather
than an automatic defense mechanism
Introjection
Introjection is a more primitive form of
identification.
An object, concept or person
seems to be inside you, a part of you, even
while still seeming foreign or separate in some
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way.
Being a part of you, it has special
power.
Suppose you are in a situation where a guest
has been making a series of negative remarks.
She doesn't like your curtains, your furniture
needs repair, you don't have enough of the
nright" books on your shelves, your cooking
isn't like the wonderful food she had elsewhere, etc. You are getting angry,you want to
retaliate and ask her to leave. But, in your
development you introjected an image, a simulation, of your mother. She feels as if she were
"inside1' you in some sense, and she is telling
you that you must always be polite to guests,
nice people never offend a guest in their home.
So you don't act on your inner feelings and you
stay polite, even though you are suffering
inside. This is introjection. Your mother is
indeed inside you as an active simulation of
her functioning.
The simulation of the person introjec ted
inside you can also inhibit your desires to be
generous, caring, and sensitive.
Psychoanalysts believe that if something has
been introjected for some time then i t will be
identified with. In our example, if you become
identified with the simulation of your mother
it will be your attitude that you must always
be polite to guests. It won't seem like something foreign inside you that exerts pressure
on you, it has become you. In actual practice
the terms identification and introjection are
often not clearly differentiated in their use
by therapists, but we can sometimes see the
difference in the process in ourselves.
The conflict experienced with introjec tion
makes the process accessible to self-observation, although the dynamic reasons that provide
the power behind introjection may not be accessible without more effort.

In isolation or ciissocia.tion, unacceptable
desires and feelings are at t enuat ed by split- . ~ - - - .
ting yourself into unconnected
parts. Compartmentalization is another name for this
defense. If feeling A is threatening or unacceptable because you also believe in B, then
keep A and B in separate compartments in your
mind so you do not experience them simultaneously: thus no conflict. Don't put the mental
energy into associating them, and they will
stay dissociated. Isolation can also involve a
splitting of what normally is a unified experience into parts that dissociate its emotional
charge.
~
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The defensive effect is similar to using
identification, where conflicting desires or
feelings can be kept in separate identities,
separate subselves, and so not meet. Isolation
doesn't require the energy of adding the strong
"This is me!" quality to the isolated desires
o r feelings, though, o r organizing them,
associating them into subselves.
Isolation can keep insights and vital experiences from helping you to grow. I have known
people who have had deep spiritual experiences,
and have yet used isolation to buffer this
positive shock, so nothing ,in their life
changes.
Isolation defenses can be inferred when you
notice someone (including yourself) holding two
strong and contradictory opinions, usually a t
different moments o r in different contexts,
without feeling conflict or anxiety about this
inconsistency or conflict.
If you point out
this inconsistency to them, they seem to e7lade
looking a t the inconsistency, preserving the
isolation.
Self-observation, especially the disciplined
type advocated by Gurdjieff, can provide krlowledge about isolated aspects of mental fimctioning, but without a deliberate effort to
compare and contrast observations the observations themselves may be stored in an isolated
faduon, so they have little impetus toward
producing change.
One major type of false
personality pattern (Lilly & Hart, in Tart,
1983) centers around this kind of isolation
defense.
This type is good a t self-observation, does it habitually, and yet is little
affected by what is observed. Having a therapist or teacher who will confront you with
contradictory aspects of yourself that you have
kept isolated can be useful.
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Projection
Projection is the opposite of identification. When an unacceptable feeling or desire
comes up, instead of being labeled "This is
me!" the world simulation process labels it
"This is what someone else feels or wants."
Since projecttive def 'ense occurs about una.cceptable feeling5s and desires, other peoplce are
then seen as bad.
Suppose you have been brought up t o believe
that anger is a bad emotion: good people don't
get angry, they are understanding and patient.
You were not only punished as a child when you
your feelings
got angry but on m any occ
were invalidated: "!
y feel angry,
lou dor
-- ---- - - - you.z-t: just tired."
that's not nice allyway,
Such invalidation of childrens' feelings is
common. Now you're in a store where a clerk
who is waiting on you is slow and inefficient.
He has t o keep looking up information and
brings you the wrong products to look at.
In reality this clerk doesn't know his job
well yet, zilthough he is doing his best.
Y ou'rc5 in a hurry though, and the delays and
mista:kes ma1ce you angry. But since being angry
is unacceptable to you, you start to believe
that the clerk must not like you, is angry a t
you, and is deliberately annoying you! The
clerk is bad, angry, you are innocent, good,
and too patient. Once this initial projection
has taken place it will further affect your
perceptionlsimulation of the world so you become even more aware of everything the clerk
does wrong, a distorted perception which will
seem to validate your initial projection.
Projection can also be used to project the
goodness in yourself on to others, and so not
threaten a poor self image and whatever secondary gains arise from it. Salvation is alwavs
looiced for outside. "Someone will com e aloAg
who will set things right."
"Things will
change for the better." When you project too
much of your own goodness outside then you
become susceptible to unhealthy manipulation by
others.
I have found self-observation and selfremembering along Gurdjieff's lines to lead to
a curious thing in this respect. You see all
your flaws clearly, and your self-importance
drops. At the same time, most of this selfimportance was imaginary anyway, and havin
dropped it you now find a genuine innerstrength.
This strength seems adequate to
handle almost anything., yet it's not the sort
of thing, you would r
iy fuss about. There
may 1
: real s
3 a t times over real

Q
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but the unnecessary sufferings start
Dproblems,
to drop away.
Projections can sometimes be observed by
nn+i?g their 'If lavor," by becoming mentally
fast enough in self-observation to notice the
fleeting moment when, for example, you felt
anmJ before you began perceiving another as
angry. It is also helpful to check your projecltions by asking other people what they are
actually feeling. This doesn't always work, of
course, as others can be dishonest, but with
people you can realistically put some trust in
and who are also committed to growth, this can
be u!jef~l. Watch out for the tendency to assume that anyone who doesn't confirm your perception (projection) of them is lying!
*A"

.-a.

-
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Your rationalization of why you want to give
advice has buffered you from your true, unacceptable feelings of inadequacy. Indeed, we
have a natural, essence desire to help others,
so there is a good deal of truth mixed in with
this rationalization. The more truth there is
mixed in with defensiveness, the better rationalization can function.
Much of what
passes for rational thought is actually rationalization.
Suppose you have gotten insight into the
fact that you compulsively help others who are
suffering to cover up your own feelings of
inadequacy. I' Well," you say, "no more advice
giving! I have my own psychological problems,
so I can't give decent advice, it's just a
sham." Perhaps. This may also be a rationalization defense against responding to your
natural empathy and concern for others.
Self-observation is useful for spotting
rationalization and putting you in touch with
the original feelings.
Developing sensitivity
to your emotional feelings is crucial here, as
it is the rejected feelings that drive the
mechanism of rationalization. There is a mom ent before rationalization obscures these
feelings, so if you're practicing self-observation you'll see that feeling and the desire to
rationalize it away.
Sublimation

Rationalization
Rationalization is a defense that allows
sonle response to situations that trigger unac=eP)table feelings and desires, but which obscures and dilutes their unaccceptableness by
substituting a plausible and acceptable rationale for the unacceptable motivations.
Suppose you were troubled by feelings of
inacjequacy as a child, and you hated to feel
tha t way. You discovered that giving advice to
0th'ers who were troubled by problems made you
r--.
lvr-get
your feelings of inadequacy, indeed made
you feel important and competent. Now when you
meet someone who appears troubled it starts to
empathically trigger your own feelings of in'adequacy,
but these feelings are immediately
papered over, rationalized, by a laudable desire to help them. You can now help them and
good about it: you believe you're operafrom the best of motives.

The psychoanalytic concept of sublimation is
that you take the instinctual desirelenergy
that was originally attached to an unacceptable
object and focus this energy on an approved
object. Freud theorized, for instance, that a
boy's sexual instincts originally focus on his
mother. Incest is taboo, so there can be no
gratification here. When the boy matures and
later marries, however, he may pick a woman who
is like his mother in important ways.
His
unconscious mind equates his wife and his
mother, so sexual relations with his wife
partly gratifies the original desire for sexual
relations with his mother, without the conflicts that conscious awareness of this desire
would bring. A person who believed that sex
was inherently sinful might live a celibate
life and try to sublimate his sexual energy
into good works. A physically aggressive pelson, knowing that direct violence would get him
in trouble, might become a sharp bargainer in
business transactions.
Without necessarily accepting all this
theory, we can see sublimation as substitute
gratification, getting something that is satis
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fying enough to your desires to relieve a t
least some of the pressure. At one extreme
this can be a conscious process, knowing you're
making a compromise as required by reality. A t
the other extreme you may not know what you're
doing, and may use rationalization or other
defense mechanisms to support sublimation.
You may also sublimate spiritual energies
into mundane activities. I have met several
people, for instance, who had long histories of
medical problems, such as yea= of migrane
headaches.
The best medical attention did
nothing to cure them. Finally they became
involved in psychic and spiritual activities,
and the medical problems disappeared. They
realized afterwards that they had a natural
gift for psychic and/or spiritual work, but had
not developed it because it wasn't approved of
in the culture. They had tried to take that
kind of energy and use it all in everyday
activities. This partially succeeded, but only
partially, and the medical problems were the
result of sublimation not being effective.
Developing the ability to detect sublimations grows from general development of the
ability to self-observe and self-reme mber.
These processes lead to increasing touch with
and growth of your essence, so what you really
care about becomes clearer.
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Denial can be detected in operation by
especially observing your strong reactions of
rejection, looking for the flavor underneath of
something else.

This j
'ragmentation of atte
tion, a
energies, a distracti
from the unacceptable. For practical purposes
(ignoring the effects of training) we have a
relatively fixed amount of mental attention
available.
Consciousness can only handle so
many things at once. An unacceptable desire or
feeling only becomes really disturbing when it
captures a lot of your available attention. If
that attention keeps jumping from one thing to
the next, it is hard to capture.

One illusion cherished
and defended against the truth
makes all truth meaningless,
and all illusions real.
Such is the power of belief.

Denial

from "A Course in Miracles." Quotations from
this book are by permission of The Foundation
for Inner Peace, Box 635, Tiburon, CA 94920.

Denial opposes force with force. When an
unacceptable desire or feeling comes up your
mind marshalls a strong counterforce which says
"No! I do not want that, I do not feel that
w a y ! " T h e r e is a strong, violent quality to
this direct style of defense. The strength of
it, the apparent willfullness involved, makes
the user feel alive and determined.
Denial is different from suppression, which
acknowledges the validity of the desire or
experience, but denies it expression, for
(usually) realistic reasons, without your being
fooled about what it is you would like. It is
different from reaction formation by the apparent willfullness involved. You feel you are
choosing (whether you really have a choice or
not) to reject something, whereas in reaction
formation your going to the opposite extreme is
automatized and seems like your natural reaction. The conflict isn't sensed. The attack
on religion we used as an example in our
discussion of reaction formation could also
occur with the defense of denial. Here there
would be conscious experience of the strength
of the rejection and attack.

Suppose you are in conversation with someo
and they mention that Consumers Reports hds
recently tested the model of expensive car you
just bought, and found it poorly made, troubleprone, and a bad buy. Most of us have considerable identification with our cars, as well
as being affected by the reality that they are
a major investment, so its upsetting to have
our judgement questioned this way. But as you
begin to react to the negative implications
about your judgement, that reminds you that the
car is due for servicing tomorrow, which r
minds you about the movie you are planning
see tomorrow night, and then you notice th
your friend's hair style is attractive and yvu
say something about that, which reminds you of
a picnic you once took together, so now you
notice that you're hungry, etc. Narcoticiza
tion dulls you to the threatening aspects of
your reality, not by taking away your mental
energy per se to make things dull but by moving
it around so much that you are distracted from
events that might upset you.

-.
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When narcoticization is the dominant style
false personality, you lead a very busy
life, but somehow the really important things
are neglected in spite of all that activity.
The busyness can further lead to being tired
much of the time, and the tiredness dulls you
so you cannot see what is missing in your life.
Narcoticization can be a primary defense
against real growth. Going from one teacher to
another, doing several different spiritual
practices at once, all keep you too busy to
hear you essential self.
Questioning excessive busyness, looking for
the quiet feeling being hidden by all the activity, can reveal that the narcoticiza tion
defense is operating.

)of

Regression
Regression is generally seen as a last ditch
defense, used when more I1adultI1defense mechanisms haven't been adequate.
A person
regresses to the personality and psychological
structures he had a t an earlier age, when
things presumably worked out more satisfactoriD l y . The regression may not be as obvious as in
hypnotic age regression, where the subject
claims to be younger and acts convincingly as
if he were, but instead involve a shift in
emotional attitudes to an earlier age. The
regression may last for only a few moments or
for much longer periods.
I developed a useful technique for observing
these regressions some years ago.
"Flash
answers," instant verbal responses to questions, with no time to formulate or think about
(censor) them can be revealing if you have made
a commitment to learning and speaking the
truth. Make this commitmenb with a friend or a
spouse, and tell them to unexpectedly ask you
the question, "ow old are you?" during moments
when you are emotional. Answer i m m e d i a t e l y
when asked, with the first number that pops
into your mind, no matter how you judge the
answer.
The answers are usually surprisingly young.
When done by both people in an argument, it is
surprising how many arguments disappear in
laughter when both parties recognize that they
are operating from an emotional age of 3 or 4!
It must be done in an atmosphere of mutual
'trust
and basic respect, however, not as a way
for the other person to win arguments by forcing you to admit that you're being childish!
This flash answer technique can be used in many
other ways to learn about youzself.
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I suspect partial and brief regressions are
much more common than is recognized. Regressions demonstrate the arbitrariness of our
false personality.
All the elements of our
younger selves are available: by adding the
sense of "This is me!" to them, a younger self
is resurrected.
Because of the widespread operation of
defense mechanisms, life is difficult.
Too
much of our essence, our deep feelings, desires
and talents was invalidated and twisted in the
course of conditioning us to be like the consensus about what was normal. Thus consensus
consciousness is full of tensions and strains.
Defense mechanisms are strain relievers, buffers, to allow adequate (by social standards)
functioning of the culture as a whole.
Yet the cost to the individual is high. The
light within, robbed of energy, is very dim, if
not out. There is a quality of tension to life
that alienates us from ourselves and from other
people.
Interacting with and greatly amplifying this self alienation, the distortions of
our perception of external reality, especially
of other people, and of our own feelings that
occur because of our automatizations and
defense mechanisms lead to frequent maladaptive
actions.
The consequences of these actions create
enormous amounts of what I call stupid suffering.
This stupid suffering is absolutely
unnecessary, and diverts energy that could be
used to solve real problems. Much of the suffering in our world is stupid, unnecessary
suffering. The common belief in our culture
that a fair amount of suffering is inevitable,
is normal, acts as a further costly defense
mechanism which prevents us from questioning
ourselves and our culture. Secondary gains,
the hidden psychological payoffs from overt
suffering, further hinder our natural desire to
intelligence and happiness.
Stupid suffering
may be com mon, but it is certainly not "normal"
in the sense of healthy!
It is a terrible
waste!
When we understand and transcend our def ense
mechanisms then effective use of higher
functions, like compassion, becomes possible.
References
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Suppression is often used to thwart our
selves. "I should protect that kid who
is being cruelly teased!
But the gang will
turn on me too if I do that!"
Suppression is often healthy, a t least a t a
surface level, for you know what you are doing.
A t a deeper level, you may not really unde2stand the reasons you think you must suppress a
desire or feeling.
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is especially useful and can enable you to see
aspects of your functioning that may be difficult to discover on your own.

Reaction Formation
Reaction formation and the defense mechanisms discussed from now on are stronger manifestations of waking sleep because they involve
blocks and distortions of our ordinary c o n s
ciousness, quite aside from preventing our
awakening and development of higher consciousness. Lying that is identified with is also a
serious distortion.
Reaction formation is a leaping to the opposite in order to deny an unacceptable desire or
feeling.
The initiating desire or feeling is
not directly experienced: the machinery of
false personality automatically steps in and an
opposite feeling or desire is strongly experi)enced instead. The reaction is formed almost
instantly, without any feeling of effort.
Suppose you were deeply religious as a
child, but your expectations weren't met. A
loved friend may have died, for example, in
spite of your fervent prayers. You turn bitter
and denounce all your religious feelings. Now
in adult life when something religious is mentioned you automatically ridicule it. This is
reaction formation.
A s another example, suppose you find life
disappointing, but your conditioning makes you
feel like a sinner if you question God's providence.
Reaction formation blocks directly
feeling the disappointment: instead you spend
a lot of time telling people how wonderful and
just God's providence is. Whenever are unrealistically overenthusiastic about something, it
is useful to question whether this is a reaction formation to hide some other feeling.
A s you become skilled at self-observation,
especially in noticing the more subtle, quiet
aspects of your feelings, you may be able to
notice the feelings that reaction formation is
hiding and explore them more deeply. This
efense can also be explored by systematically
k s k i n g yourself whether you have any feelings
whatsoever that are opposite to or being held
down by your strongly held convictions. A s
with all the defense mechanisms, assistance
from a skilled therapist or growth facilitator

Repression
Repression is a total blocking from awareness of an unacceptable feeling or desire. It
is a splitting of your mind into a conscious
part with no awareness of the unacceptable, and
an unconscious part where there may be a strong
reaction.
The unacceptable is forcibly kept
out of awareness, with no conscious realization
that anything is being repressed.
It's as if
there were material stored in our memories with
special signs on it: "Warning! It would be so
devastating to know or experience this material
that it must be always be kept from the light
of consciousness!"
Some material that is now repressed was
initially conscious. Repression sewed to take
the pain away. It is also possible for repression to operate almost instantly on freshly
perceived material, repressing it right away,
with no memory of it in consciousness, as in
perceptual defense.
Evidence for Repression
At first glance the concept of repression
might seem inherently contradictory. How do
you really know someone feels something or
desires som ething when they insist that they
have absolutely no conscious experience of
feeling or desiring it? The idea of repression
could become just another form of name calling
in arguments. "You hate me! What do you mean

T H E O P E N M I N D
REVIEW:
PSYCHOLOGY O F S U R V I V A L
Roger Walsh, a leading transpersonal psychologist, has published one of the most important
books of our time. It is Staying Alive: The
Psychology of Human Survival, Boulder: New
Science Library, 1984, 124 pp., with index,
$5.95 in paperback.
There are forwards by
Linus Pauling and by His Holiness the Dalai
Lama.
It is easy to think of the problems in our
world as "out there," for in a real sense they
are. Yet Walsh notes that
"...for the first time in millions of years
of evolution all the major threats to our
survival are hum an-c aused. Problems such
as nuclear weapons, pollution, and ecological imbalance stem directly from our own
behavior and can therefore be traced to
psychological origins. This means that the
current threats to human survival and well
being a r e actually symptoms, symptoms of
our individual and shared mind set. The
state of the world is therefore a creation
and expression of our minds, and it is to
our minds that we must look for solution."
There are no rational doubts about the
horror of the current world situation. Succinctly, yet thoroughly, Walsh reminds us of
the population bomb (6 billion expected within
fifteen years), poverty (half the world's population is in countries with less than $500 per
year per capita income), malnutrition (15-20
million people, the population of California)
die of malnutrition-related deaths each year),
energy shortages, environmental pollution, loss
of farmland to desert, and the possibility of
nuclear war. Yet this is not just a doom and
gloom book: it is a call for individual and
collective action in a way that can make a
difference
"We have created a world situation that
appears to de m and unprecedented psychological and social maturation for our survival.
Until now we have been able to cover or
compensate for our psychological shortcomings. We have been able to consume
without fear of depletion, discard wastes
without fear of pollution, bear children
without fear of overpopulation, and fight
without fear of extinction. We have been
able to act out our psychological immaturities rather than having to understand and
outgrow them, to indulge our addictions
rather than resolve them, and to revolve

.
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through the same neurotic patterns rather
than evolve out of them. But if all the
world is a stage, it is now no longer a big
enough one for us to continue playing out
our psychological immaturities. It is time
for us to grow up, and we ourselves have
created the situation that may force us to
do so."
With the threat of nuclear annihilati
hanging over the world, we all agree that est
blishing foundations for permanent peace
our most important task. The psychological a
spiritual aspects of that task are more i m p
tant than the more obvious political and econumic aspects, for without firm psychological
and
spiritual
foundations
our so-called
"practical" tasks, the political and economic
actions, will not be effective.
This was effectively illustrated for me
recently. I heard a great spiritual leader, the
Dalai Lama, talk about promoting world peac
I was moved by his lecture, for he spoke f r c
his heart, as well as his mind. He stress
the many ways that external conflicts between
people and nations stem from internal conflicts
within ourselves, rather than arising only from
external sources. We have to work on the external reasons for conflict, but if we want
lasting external peace, we must work for it
from a solid, inner foundation of personal
peace.
There were several other speakers at this
meeting. Immediately following His Holiness'
talk, a woman spoke from a feminist perspective
on peace. She analyzed the way women have been
mistreated in our own and other cultures, the
ways in which war is a masculine activity which
hurts women, and the need for women to use
their power to stop war. Her analysis of the
way sexism supports war opened new unde
standings to me. Intellectually, I agreed wi
every point she made. They were clear, inc
sive, and practical.
Emotionally, though, it was a differe
"Illogically," I found myself growl
story.
increasingly angry a t her and everything she
represented. My wife felt the same way, as did
every other person in the audience with whom we
later spoke. I was disturbed a t feeling angry,
as I knew it was both irrational and contrary
to my own positive feelings toward feminism.
Through self-examination I realized tha
while the conceptual content of what she said
was fine, indeed noble, the emotional tone of
her talk was angry and aggressive, and aroused
iiautomatic emotional defensiveness an
tion.
She illustrated, unfortunat
is
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Holiness' main point. If you don't have peace
within yourself, your attempts to create peace
in the outer world can backfire, and may create
even more hostility that if you hadn't done
anything.
Roger Walsh also spoke a t this meeting,
summarizing some of the points in his book. H i s
practical suggestions for discovering and
dealing with the psychological causes of our
planetary problems were a fresh breeze in a
realm of despair. There is hope!
To illustrate, Walsh calls for us to examine
our beliefs, especially the ones that have
become automatic habits of thought. We need to
personally recognize, for example, that
"Beliefs operate as powerful, yet usually unrecognized, self-fulfilling prophecies."
What
then if we have a belief that nothing will
really help? " O u r ideologies are helief systems." What changes in our perspectives and
possibilities can occur if we see that the
"isms" we are ready to die for are beliefs, not
ultimate truths?
Walsh encourages us to recognize that "It is
possible for us to choose skillful beliefs."
We can choose consciously what we will give the
energy of belief to, and pick beliefs that
promote mutual harmony, rather than conflict.
Not naively, but using intelligence and wisdom.
From an anonymous source, Walsh quotes the
following:

)

"The thought manifests as the word,
The word manifest as the deed,
The deed develops into habit,
And the habit hardens into character.
So watch the thought and its ways with care,
And let it spring from love
Born out of concern for all beings."
This is a sophisticated, readable, practical
book with hope for our times. I cannot recommend it too highly.
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The Light of Consciousness: Explorations
in Transpersonal Psychology, by Richard D.
Mann. Albany, N.Y.: State University of New
York Press, 1984, price unknown, 177 pp.,
index. An autobiographical account of a psychologist's education into the transpersonal
with Swami Muktananda.

.

Between Life and Death, edited by Robert
Kastenbaum. New York: Springer, 1979, hardback, 184 pp., no index. An intriguing looking
collection of essays about the near-death
experience.
Dreams and Spiritual Growth: A Christian
Approach t o Dreamwork, by Louis M. Savary,
Patricia H. Berne, and Strephon Kaplan Williams. New York: Paulist Press, 1984, $8.95,
paperback, 241 pp., no index.
Dreams are
viewed as an ever-present call to holiness and
wholeness, as an invitation to relate to God
and to our deepest inner self.
Practical
dream work techniques are given.
Goddesses in Everywoman:
A
New
Psychology of Women, by Jean Sunoda Bolen.
New York: Harper & Row, 1985, paperback, $7.95,
334pp., index. Coming from her background in
Jungian analysis, Dr. Bolen brings a strong
feminist perspective to this fascinating
analysis of seven archetypal patterns in women,
based on the ancient Greek goddesses. Put in a
modem context with many examples drawn from
her practice, as well as from well-known
contemporary women, this work offers new and
fruitful insights into the motivations for
women's thoughts, feelings and actions as they
move from one goddess archetype to another
through-out their lives. Men as well as women
have something to learn here.
- Judith A. Tart
The Way of t h e Physician, by Jacob
Needleman. San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1985,
hardback, $15.95, 187 pp., no index. A deeply
moving look a t the role once played by the best
physicians, a paradigm of full humanity, before
they became lost in the maze of depersonalized
technological medicine. Needleman reminds us
of the spiritual dimension that could still
permeate the practice of medicine, that could
lead to the real growth of both physician and
patient.
This book is especially for physicians who wonder where they got lost, but it is
also for all of us.
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LECTURES AND W O R K S H O P S
by Charles T. Tart

CIctober 25-27, 1985: "Symposium on Issues of
Consciousness and Survival." Washington, D .C.
Inf 0rmation from Symposium, Box 1870, Washmgton, D.C. 20013.
Nov. 1-3, 1985: Weekend seminar on ''Waking
Up!".
Information from FCim In~stitute,
Scottsdale, A Z , 602 941-7121.
November 9-10, 1985: Weekend seminar on
"Waking Up!" Information from Openway, Route 3,
Box 238, Charlottesville, VA 22901.
December 21-31, 1985: "A Journey of Mind
and Soul." Caribbean cruise, led by Charles
Tart and Arthur Deikman. Information from
Travel Associates, 38 Miller Avc?., Mill Valley,
CA 94941, 415-383-7200. Resenrations must be
made early.
March 9 o r 16, 1986: Lectures as part of a
weekend seminar with Russell Targ & Keith
Harrary on learning t o do remote viewing. S a n
Francisco. Further information in next issue.
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